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Texts written during the time of the settlement in America often include descriptions of Indian tribes
and Native Americans. In these descriptions the Indians are often called Savages because of their
outer appearance and their behaviour. But were those Indians really savages, barbarians or devils
Were they as uncivilized as often dscribed or are those images the result of misunderstandings Is it
possible that they were more civilized than the White Men To answer these question it is necessary to
have a closer look on those texts, for example, the texts of John Smith and Benjamin Franklin who
build up different pictures of the Native Americans and the White Men. Smith s and Franklin s texts
have varying approaches and backgrounds but both men had close contact to the Indians.
Therefore their texts are good basics to answer the questions...
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The best publication i ever study. It is really basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your publication. Your lifestyle period is going to be
enhance as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ashton K a ssulke
Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DVM
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